
Industrial Exemption  

To help provide a competent and ethical engineering workforce, and to make them more 

employable, we strongly encourage our members to become professionally licensed.  We support 

the industrial exemption for companies that are properly insured and have in place the necessary 

policies, procedures and safeguards sufficient to assure compliance with laws, standards and best 

practices.  Such companies are vested in the quality and safety of their operations and products to 

a degree that should adequately protect the safety and welfare of their employees and the general 

public.  It is on this basis that jurisdictions having the industrial exemption now permit 

competent and skilled engineers to work in positions of responsible charge where they are not 

licensed.  Jurisdictions without the industrial exemption require an engineer in responsible 

charge to be licensed in the jurisdiction.  Because of the lack of uniformity in licensing laws and 

regulations between jurisdictions, the need for multiple licensures creates an unnecessary burden 

on the engineer and company while providing no additional benefit to the general health and 

welfare of the public.  A major part of the problem of reciprocity is the significantly different 

continuing professional competency (CPC) requirements among different licensing jurisdictions.  

Some other licensed professions offer forms of reciprocity which are more easily accessible to 

competent licensed practitioners.  If the overwhelming majority of engineering licensure boards 

can adopt a streamlined form of reciprocity, with similar and generally accepted CPC 

requirements, we would reconsider our support of the industrial exemption.  This should also 

require that any jurisdiction that currently has the industrial exemption and wants to eliminate it 

do so via a phase-out process that protects the employability of engineers in responsible charge 

already in the profession who would be affected by the change. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• This statement represents the views of the ASME Public Affairs & Outreach Sector and is not necessarily a 

position of ASME as a whole.   

• This statement has been endorsed by the following organizations:  AIChE 


